INNOVATION NOMINEES
Jean Larson
Danielle Sosias
Brian Tancredi
Peter Templeton
Albert Thompson

MENTORING NOMINEES
Susan Baldi
Susan Henderson
Ria Herman
James White

PERFORMANCE NOMINEES
Bridgett Cantu
Tami Coronella
Kraig Farkash
Hope Parker
Manish Pacey
Joshua Pulling
Cara Richard
Deborah Smith
Amanda Witten

ACHIEVEMENT NOMINEES
Margaret Acosta
Tami Coronella
Amber Hall
Fredrick Kreller
Arthur Sainz

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Recognizes outstanding customer service and a positive attitude that has enabled increased productivity in their unit or for the Fulton Schools.

TEAMWORK
Recognizes a team that strives for the highest possible standards and distinguishes themselves by exemplifying teamwork, communication and positive interaction.

FULTON DIFFERENCE AWARD
The excellence award, now known as the Fulton Difference Award, honors the invaluable contributions of full-time, supervisory staff.
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Recognizes an individual who reaches beyond defined responsibilities to pursue external opportunities for personal improvement or to the benefit of the Fulton Schools or the community, and through whose efforts enhances the performance ability or the standing of the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering.

INNOVATION
Recognizes an individual who has been instrumental in the creation of new ideas or processes that add value to one of the six schools or to the Fulton Schools as a whole.

MENTORING
Recognizes an individual who is a source of encouragement and momentum for continued learning and service, and has a commitment to help others discover a sense of satisfaction and professional growth.
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SUN DEVIL SERVICE AWARDS

40 YEARS
Nancy Dickson

35 YEARS
Marc Lesure
Maria McCartney
Daniel Tylavsky

30 YEARS
Craig Birtcher
Peter Crozier
Sandip Dey
Marc Miguet
Barbara Mirich

25 YEARS
Stani Klonowski
Michael Pearson

20 YEARS
Kasim Candan
Sean Dengler
Penny Dolin
Kraig Knutson
Dene Kolisa
Richard Martorano
Cheryl McAfee
Sarah McNally

15 YEARS
James Abbas
Tommaso Arkuzz
Robert Atkinson
Michael Caplan
Nancy Cooke
Hasan Dawood
Michael Goryl
Jeremy Helm
Octavio Heredia
Scott Lapira
Richard Malloy
Mary Niemczyk
Stephen Phillips
Rakesh Singh
Lincoln Stade
Violet Syrotiuk

10 YEARS
Janaka Balasooriya
Terri Beck
Jean Bellis
Jason Bronowiz
Charlotte Brown
Kevin Burger
Leonard Buchholz
Marlyn Burchardt
Jennifer Blain Christen
Allison Cuman
Laura DiPietro
Martha Fowles
David Frakes
Matthew Fraser
Richard Harley
Marcus Hermann
Carolyn Hirata
Keith Hjelmstad
Jessica Jensen
Jay Klein
Margaret Lacrenzena
Verne Latham
Jing Li
John Mitchell
Lindsey Randolph
Songzai Redkar
Kaushal Rege
Timothy Rooney
Marco Santini
Deborah Smith
Xiaoxuan Wang
Edwin Weaver

Andrew Ingram
Yang Jaar
Suzanna Kirkham
Jennifer Kitchen
Oliver Kosut
Yongming Liu
Carney Loui
Britney Martin
Mynya Martinez
Giuseppe Mascaro
Abdel Raouf Mayyas
Matthew McWhorter
Jessica Meeker
Toni Mengert
Marish Pacey
Theodore Pavic
Kris Peters
Laurel Passantino
Matthew Peet
Yulia Peet
Lynn Pratte
Jose Quegga
Carly Regan
Kimberly Robinson
Konrad Rykaczewski
Frances Salas
Arthur Sainz
Latisha Sankar
Jeff Sawyer
Angela Soderman
Sohum Sohoni
Alexandra Strichfield
Rheba Sweeney
Timothy Takahashi
Pingbo Tang
Karl Theisen
David Grau Torrent
Liping Wang
Miles Wilhelm
Christopher Wikes
Jennifer Williams
Carol-Jean Wu
Lei Ying
Zhiyang Zhu

RETIREMENTS
Elizabeth Allen
Marilyn Burckardt
Lawrence Clark
Nancy Dickson
David Ferry
Gerald Heydt
Jacki Houckens
Dean Kashnagi
Richard Martorano
Maria McCartney
John Robertson
Thomas Schildgen
Clyde Steinheber
Diane Thrailkill
Edison Weaver
Richard Whitehouse

Andrew Ingram
Yang Jaar
Suzanna Kirkham
Jennifer Kitchen
Oliver Kosut
Yongming Liu
Carney Loui
Britney Martin
Mynya Martinez
Giuseppe Mascaro
Abdel Raouf Mayyas
Matthew McWhorter
Jessica Meeker
Toni Mengert
Marish Pacey
Theodore Pavic
Kris Peters
Laurel Passantino
Matthew Peet
Yulia Peet
Lynn Pratte
Jose Quegga
Carly Regan
Kimberly Robinson
Konrad Rykaczewski
Frances Salas
Arthur Sainz
Latisha Sankar
Jeff Sawyer
Angela Soderman
Sohum Sohoni
Alexandra Strichfield
Rheba Sweeney
Timothy Takahashi
Pingbo Tang
Karl Theisen
David Grau Torrent
Liping Wang
Miles Wilhelm
Christopher Wikes
Jennifer Williams
Carol-Jean Wu
Lei Ying
Zhiyang Zhu